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Auditors Letter of Confirmation
For Competition Reference DC-3319

Wilkins Kennedy are the competition auditors for Best of the Best plc.
Best of the Best plc provided us with all the entry data, after the close of the competition and in advance of the
judging, for Competition Reference DC-3319, which ran from 12th August to the 18th August 2019. The judging for
this competition was performed at 10.00am on 19th August 2019 by a Panel of six judges, witnessed by solicitor Alex
Evans from the law firm, Onside Law.
The Judging Panel selected the coordinates representing where in their professional opinion the centre of the ball
should be, as (x 2225, y 902). These coordinates were passed to us by the lawyers and the coordinates were then
electronically matched against all entry data to determine the winner.
In accordance with the Terms and Conditions of this competition, the winner is Michael Wheeler (Mercedes A250
AMG Line), with the winning coordinates of (x 2225, y 902).
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